6   A SHORT HISTORY OF THE BRITISH ARMY
partly of volunteers enlisted in " free companies " under some
wealthy and popular leader, were far superior to anything
brought against them. The English army proved everywhere
victorious against the French knights, whether these assailed it
on horseback as at Cressy or on foot as at Poitiers, and a large
part of France was rapidly overrun. The riposte to the English
tactics, however, was eventually found, and once the French
had adopted the policy of firmly declining to oblige Edward
by attacking him in his chosen defensive positions, he realised
that a continuance of the war could hardly give him greater
advantages than could be gained by the conclusion of a prompt
peace. For some time, however, English leaders and troops
found plenty of scope for their energy and skill in the various
intestine struggles of France, Spain and Italy, in all of which
countries they won for themselves a reputation as the finest
soldiers in Europe.
The second period of the Hundred Years' War, which
opened by a crushing French defeat at Agincourt in 1415,
raised the military fame of the English army to a pinnacle never
reached before, France, torn by civil dissension and demoral-
ised by the irresistible pressure of her foes, was helpless before
the skilful strategy and methodical tactics of Henry V. and his
school of generals. Paris and half the land fell into the hands
of our armies ; Henry VI. of England was crowned in Paris,
and the rightful heir to the throne fled beyond the Loire.
From this desperate situation the hapless band was rescued by
what can only be described as a miracle in the form of an
unlettered country maiden, who fired with her own white-hot
enthusiasm King, army and people, shattered in a few whirl-
wind strokes the veteran English hosts, together with their
reputation for invincibility, and ending her own meteoric
career with a martyr's crown, left as her legacy to her country
a stainless name and a talisman of victory which in a few short
years swept the invaders clean out of France.
Then England's weapons were turned into her own vitals.
The bands of armed men flooded back home from overseas,
where for years they had lived by fighting, plunder and licence,
and found congenial employment in the hosts raised in support
of the claim of one or the other aspirant to the English throne.
From 1455 to 1485 the dynastic conflict known as the Wars of
the Roses raged spasmodically throughout the land. The
middle and lower classes took no active part in the war, which
was waged entirely by the great nobles and their hired levies.
Despite the fact that the invention of gunpowder hadi rendered
possible the devising of weapons of new and terrible power,
the battles were still fought mainly with bows and bills, with

